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Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 202,695, dated April 23, 1878; application filed
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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, CLAUDEM. BOLAND, of
the city, county, and State of New York, have
invented a new and Improved Glove-Sewing

Machine, of which the following is a specifica

tion:

In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 rep
resents a top view of my improved machine
for sewing gloves, with top part removed.
Fig. 2 is a top view of the same as adapted for
sewing furs. Fig. 3 is a sectional side eleva
tion of the machine on line acac, Fig.1; Fig. 4,
a detail side view of part of the operating
mechanism; Fig. 5, a detail view of the fric
tion-clutch for operating the feed-disk; and
Fig. 6 is a detail view of the guide-arm for the
leather pieces.
Similar letters of reference indicate corre
sponding parts.

sion of arm D', the spring a being placed in

side of casing A', and the tension of the same
regulated by a pin, b, and socket-holes b', near
the rear end of the arm D', as shown in Fig.1.
The peripheries of both feed-disks are milled
or serrated, so that the goods to be sewed are
firmly compressed between the same, and fed
to the needle by the intermittent rotary mo
tion of the main disk, which imparts motion
to the outer disk by the frictional contact se
cured by the spring a. .
The rear end of the disk-arm D projects at
the rear of the casing A', and has a friction

roller, d, between which and a second roller,
d, of a fixed bracket, d, a wedge-shaped head,
D, of a rod, D', swings or slides, being oper.
ated either by hand or by a treadle, so as to
throw the outer disk forward and interrupt its
contact with the disk D, to allow the intro
The invention relates to that class of ma duction of the work between the disks, or, on
chines for sewing gloves and furs in which are the release of the treadle, the firm clamping
employed two parallel feed-disks, a recipro and taking hold of the work between the
cating needle, and an oscillating looper; and Sale.
the invention consists in the construction and
The goods are sewed in the customary man
arrangement of parts, which will be herein ner by the threads of a reciprocating needle,
after fully set forth, and then specifically E, that passes at right angles through the
claimed.
leather and across the contact-point of the
Referring to the drawings, which illustrate disks, and of a looper, F, the outer disk hav
my invention, A represents the supporting ing a slotted guard-plate, E, that protects
standard, and A? the casing, cast in one piece the point of the needle against injury.
therewith, for inclosing the operating appli The looper F passes to and fro over the
ance of my glove-sewing machine.
edges of the leather, and binds them together
The standard A is securely screwed to a ta by the cross-loops of the well-known glove
ble or other support, as in the common sewing stitch.
machines, and the casing A closed by a top, The needle receives its reciprocating motion
B, on which the customary tension devices for and the looper its complex motion from mech
the threads and posts for the spools are ar anism arranged within the casing, and set in
ranged.
w
motion by a main shaft passing laterally
To the front part of the casing Ais attached through the casing, and being revolved by
a fixed bracket, C, that supports on its circu connection with a treadle, or by other suitable
lar horizontal guide part an intermittingly-re power.
volving feed-disk, D, with circular bottom Parallel to the needle-bar, and at that side
flange, that is engaged by a friction-clutch from which the work is introduced to the
operated from the driving-shaft.
disks, is arranged, on the casing A' a fixed
A second feed-disk, D, of smaller diameter socket, e, into which, by a suitable clamp
than the first, is supported at the end of a screw, e", a rod, f, is secured, that carries one
curved arm, D', which is extendedbackthrough or
more spools for one or more ornamental
the casing A', and guided in suitable sockets face-threads of the same or different colors,
above the disk. The outer feed-disk D is and at the outer end a guide-arm, G, that is
tightly pressed by the action of a strong spiral adjusted at its slotted middle part by a set
or other spring, a on the straight rear exten-screw, f'.
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as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat
1. In a glove-sewing machine, the combination
of intermittingly-revolving feed-disks, a recip
rocating stitching-needle, a binding-off looper,
and an adjustable guide-arm for laying over
the seam one or more ornamental face-threads,
Substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
2. The combination of the intermittingly
revolving feed-disks, reciprocating stitching
needle, and binding-off looper with a revolv
ing brush-disk, to clear the edges of fur from
hairs in sewing, substantially as specified.
3. The combination of the adjustable feed
disk D, horizontal supporting-arm D, encir
cling spiral spring a, and adjusting-lever D
ent

with the feed-disk D and frame or casing A,

3

having guide-sockets for the Supporting-arm,

as and for the purpose set forth.
4. The combination, in a sewing-machine,
of the lever o, loop o', lever-rod p, curved and
recessed arm p', having forked upright post
p', and the swinging lever t, having guide
loops and spring-pressed guide-pieces', the
looper-rod F, having arms r r", the shaft and
eccentric Hi, the needle-bar E°, provided with
the yoke it, and the casing A', having the
rocking bearing n, as and for the purpose here
in set forth.

CLAUDE M. BOLAND.
Witnesses:

T. TSELI,

E. FOULLON.

